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Objective

Extract tabular information from
business documents under the
following conditions:
•Predefined and fixed set of in-
formation types for a given doc-
ument class

•Positioning and textual repre-
sentation of the information,
i.e. templates, are uncon-
strained

Context

 Purchase Order  

 

Reynolm Industries  
1918 Airport Road  
Midland, MI 48642  

Reynolm Industries 

P.O. Number: PX45683 
P.O. Date: 9/3/2018 

    P.O. Due Date: 10/3/2018 

Bill To: 

Reynolm Industries 

1918 Airport Road 
Midland, MI 48642 

 

Ship To:  

Reynolm Industries 

26467 Middlebelt Road 

Farmington Hills, MI 48334 

984-754-3010 

Req By  Ship When  Ship Via  FOB  Buyer  Terms  

 Partial OK    Jim B  COD  

       Unit 
Price  Total  

QTY: 50.00 
Vendor Item Number: DPC1011 
Our Item Number: MY1432 
Due Date: 10/3/2018 
Description: Keyboard 

QTY: 5.00 
Vendor Item Number: M-13 
Our Item Number: M-13Y 
Due Date: 10/3/2018 
Description: MAG 17F 

QTY: 15.00 
Vendor Item Number: HT-1021 
Our Item Number: 376690 
Due Date: 10/3/2018 
Description: Easy Hand 

65.00  

223.30  

149.00  

3250.00  

1116.50  

2235.00  

 
Subtotal 6601.50 

 
Tax 0.00 

 
Total 6601.50 

Figure 1. Illustration of our experimental
task: Extract the ID numbers (red) and
quantities (blue) of products contained in
purchase orders.

If performed manually, extracting
information from their incoming
documents is a daunting task for
companies. In our work, we aim at
automating this step. Particularly,
we focus on the extraction of two
fields contained in tables of ordered
products (Figure 1).

Related works

•Template incremental learning
methods [1, 2] that detect tem-
plates and apply template specific
extraction models

•Template agnostic methods:
•Based on domain specific knowledge en-
coded in hand-crafted features [3]

•Feature-inferring Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) which are the state-
of-the-art to extract non tabular data
in invoices [4]

Our contribution: Prove that a
template agnostic RNN approach is
also relevant for extracting the less
tackled table fields

Approach

See Figure 3 for an overview of our
approach:
1 Apply an external OCR engine on
the document if needed

2 Attribute a vocabulary index to
each word based on its normalized
textual value

3 Concatenate the dense learnable
embedding associated to its index
with spatial and case features

4 BLSTM layers iterate on the 1D
Z-ordered sequence of words

5 A k+1 unit softmax layer predicts
the word classes, k being the num-
ber of field types to extract
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(a) Known document templates
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Baseline RNN

(b) Unknown document templates

Figure 2. Extraction metrics evaluated on
the test set and micro averaged over the ID
Number and Quantity fields.
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Figure 3. Our approach for extracting the ID numbers and quantities (resp. abbreviated ID
and QTY) of the purchase order given in Figure 1. OTH class gathers information types that
we do not want to extract.

Experiments

Our approach is evaluated on a pri-
vate dataset of 28,570 English pur-
chase orders representing 2,818 tem-
plates.
We split this dataset according to
two ways such that the training and
test sets have either:
(a)common templates
(b)different templates
We compare our method with
its feedforward network equivalent.
This baseline is enhanced with lo-
cal context knowledge encoded in its
input. To do so, the feature vec-
tors of each word are concatenated
with the vectors of 4 of their spa-
tially closest words.

Results

As shown by Figure 2, the RNN
substantially surpasses the feedfor-
ward baseline in terms of micro pre-
cision, recall and F1 score, thus
demonstrating the usefulness of re-
current connections for extracting
table fields.
As expected, extraction perfor-
mances are higher for known tem-
plates (Figure 2a) than for unknown
templates (Figure 2b), with respec-
tive micro F1 scores of 0.934 and
0.821 for the RNN model. However,
the difference is rather small com-
pared to performance gaps observed
for template incremental learning
methods [2].

Conclusions

We experimentally showed that a
word level RNN combining textual
and spatial features is effective for
retrieving table fields, even for doc-
ument templates not seen during
model training.

Perspectives

•Provide a more granular and
generic parsing of the text with
a character level RNN generating
textual components of the word
feature vectors

•Tackle recognition of structured
tabular entities to extract prod-
ucts from business documents by
exploring encoder-decoder RNN
architectures augmented with at-
tention mechanisms [5]

•Assess our extraction models when
confronted with a multilingual
dataset
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